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About the Group of Senior Officials 

(GSO): established in 2008 (1)

• Provide a non-binding and open forum for policy

exchanges on global research infrastructures and to

inform and improve international cooperation;

• Developed a Framework identifying the key principles that

need to be addressed in presenting a research

infrastructure as a candidate for international

collaboration;
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About the Group of Senior Officials 

(GSO): established in 2008 (2)

• Data Working Group has developed a White Paper on

Data with 5+ Principles (discoverable, accessible,

understandable, manageable, people and metrics) for an

Open Data Infrastructure and effective management.

The Data WG acts as a bridge between the GSO forum

and the global Research Data Alliance;

• The GSO’s network of policy-makers could be used

as the gateway to political buy-in for development

and operation of existing and future global RIs;

In 2013 (London, UK), the G8 Science Ministers

endorsed the Framework and Data White Paper
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GSO Framework: Key Recommendations 

- recognise utility of integrated use of advanced e-

infrastructures, services for accessing and processing, 

and curating data, as well as remote participation 

(interaction) and access to scientific experiments 

e-infrastructure/cyberinfrastructure

Data exchange and interoperability

- global scientific data infrastructure providers and users to 

recognise the utility of data exchange and interoperability 

of data across disciplines and national boundaries to 

broaden the scientific reach of individual data sets



Drivers of integration (1)

• The global need to respond to the grand societal

challenges. Recent outbreak of the EBOLA virus

confirmed the divergence trend in global health

challenges. The threat posed by infectious diseases is

universal, with developed countries at equal risk with the

developing world;

• Changing research environment: interdisciplinary, multi-

institutional, collaborative, global, data intensive;

• Increased international mobility of researchers, 

scientists, engineers and students
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Drivers of integration (2)

• Global scarce skills requirements;

• The cross-cutting and ubiquitous nature  of 

cyberinfrastructure (e-infrastructure);

• Data accessibility, sharing and exchange; and

• Funding challenges: reduced budgets;
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Enablers for integration

• Coordinated cooperation at national and global RIs 

including cyberinfrastructure (CI);

• Sustainable and flexible (and new) funding models;

• Robust legal frameworks and policies;

• Integrated, sustainable and secure and easily 

accessible CI for more researchers, scientists, 

students,  and institutions; and

• Integrated (international, national, regional) human 

capital, research capacity and skills development 

programmes across the CI system.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRATION:

Key Considerations
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Coordination of different sources of financing 

• System level planning is a key requirement; 

political buy-in and support;

• SA: national integrated cyberinfrastructure

system (NICIS): governance, operation and 

infrastructure

- different levels of provision (Tier 1, 2, 3) 

- clear role articulation of roleplayers/institutions 

and departments: research support, education 

and training,

- different line departments contribute financially; 
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NICIS Principles:  A national 
integrated CI system 

• Joint planning and budgeting;

• Good governance;

• Visibility of CI services;

• Sustainability; and

• Constructive stakeholder engagement



Exploiting synergies between CI and the  

development of research infrastructures (1)

• Cross-cutting nature of CI;

• CI need to be an integral part of the planning cycle of RI; 

budgets for research infrastructure proposals should 

include the CI funding requirements, funding for upgrade 

and replacement;

• Allows remote access;

• Easy sharing of capabilities (grid, cloud, etc) and 

services;

• RIs are large research data factories which require high 

performance and reliable e-infrastructure services
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Exploiting synergies between CI and the  

development of research infrastructures (2)

• Consolidation and integration of e-infrastructure services 

supporting the development of the next generation of  

large RI;

• Foster global interoperability of RIs supporting global 

Research collaborations;

• Funding models and policies must be consistent; 
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Exploiting synergies between CI and the  

development of research infrastructures (3)

• Ensure active participation in multi-stakeholder dialogues 

at national, European and international level to exchange 

information and coordinate actions including approaches 

to data governance, eg SARIR – DST/EC project;

• RI roadmaps should: 

- define the priorities 

- clear articulation of the CI needs 

- strong alignment between the research agenda, and the 

provision of infrastructure

- joint planning to include CI in full cycle of RI 

development; 
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